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I have too much respect for
the idea of God to make it
responsible for such an absurd
world.
Georges Duhamel

Living Scientists
Upset Over Dead
Scientist Winning
Nobel Prize
By Alex Dinsmoor
~ Daily Bull ~

Living scientists all over the
world are up in arms over the
Nobel committee’s recent
decision to stay firm on their
decision to let a dead scientist
receive the Nobel Prize. The
committee noted that they
“didn’t know he was dead” in
a statement that seemed eerily
similar to National Lampoon’s
Vacation. Their recent decision seemed to hit a nerve
with scientists worldwide.
“It’s not fair that some dead
guy won the prize,” stated an
upset scientist. “Besides the
fact that he can’t spend the
million dollars, his research
mustn’t have been that good,
since he ended up dying
from the same thing he was
researching. It’s like they gave
him the award since he “died”
to make his family feel better.
It was probably a ploy to get
grandpa’s estate.”
...see Dying to win on back
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Internet Reveals Real Life Achievement System
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

In just a few short weeks, the Internet ers gained roughly 10% of all ~100,000
will be ready to unveil their IRL achieve- badges currently available in the first
ment system, which is completing its first week. With badges obtainable ranging
round of beta testing. According to di- from “Adopted a Puppy” to “Volunteer at
rect sources, any organization, governing the Homeless Shelter,” the human condibody, corporation, and website are able tion in almost every major discipline has
to award achievem e n t s
made 30
years’ worth of
known as
progress
‘badges’
in just a
that are
few short
added
weeks.
to
an
Compleonline
tionists
badge
worldwide
database so
have
paved
that you may show
the path to a greater
them off on your
tomorrow as they
Facebook, Twitter,
work day in and day
personal website,
out in the attempt to
or forum signacollect “Cured HIV”
ture. These badges
and “Rescued 10 Lost
Just a few of the proposed
are awarded based badges in beta right now... Hikers.”
on real world or online
accomplishments, such as taking an on- Of course the system also has its shortline course, mastering a certain coding comings. With every site able to generlanguage, or getting a job in a certain ate its own badge, and with no means of
field. While initially viewed as a complete hiding certain badges in its current form,
joke, studies have shown that the utter porn websites are capable of awarding
amount of achievement whoring innate in “Fapmaster: 5 consecutive hours” while
certain demographics’ behavior may be other less noble sites can award “FFFFFFfar more beneficial to society than ever FUUUUUUU: Read 1000+ Rage comics.”
thought possible.
Internet trolls have set up badges such
as “Registered Sex Offender” and “Kitten
It was reported that the first wave of us...see Badger on back

Houghton sure seems to be kicking into
gear now. Snow cow season is open.
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SUPREME EVIL DICTATOR’S LESSER-KNOWN HOBBIES
Casting statues out of her enemies
Collecting scarves
Taxidermy
Eating brains
Eating orphans
Breathing awkwardly behind you
Drinking orphan tears
Running Microsoft
Collecting the blood of the innocent
Awkward impersonations
Killing Steve Jobs
Type faster than lightning
Crushing hopes and dreams
Re-reading Lord of the Rings. Again.
Making hazardous sex toys
Thinking all Mexicans look alike
Turning 22
Burning the Lode
Grammar Nazi
Being the man of the house
Velociraptor raising
Wearing the shorts in the relationship
Teaching pole dancing
Knowing Nathan “Invincible” Miller’s
Turning down co-ops
only weakness
Joining EVERY STUDENT ORG EVER
Treating Bull writers as coat racks
Fuck sleeping
Doing ALL the science
Being annoyingly chipper on purPart-time loan shark
pose
Failing to reach second-to-the-top
Promoting Asian stereotypes
shelf
Shooting up Mountain Dew
Slipping under the radar
Being 20% cooler
Mispronouncing elementary
Burning her draft card
Answering prayers
Sending aggressive passive-aggresKicking ass
sive emails
Taking names
Not obeying the laws of physics
Kicking names
Training up my Jolteon
Taking ass
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joined the cause.”
In response to the decision, scientists
worldwide have all decided to create The recent decision has not only struck a nerve in
a Facebook page appropriately titled
the living community, but also in the
“1,000,000 strong for living Nobel Prize
living dead community as
winners!!!” When we reached the
well. Zombies worldpage’s creator, scientist Norbert
wide are organizing
Gutenslagfen for comprotests in Stockment, he sent us this
holm, Sweden, the
statement: “It was deficity in which the
nitely a challenge
award is presented
to convince
in. Zombies, as the
my
colminority feel that they
leagues
were also unfairly passed
to join the
over in the Nobel commitgroup, since
tee’s decision to honor
most of them didn’t
a dead person. “Zomhave Facebook acbies have made great
counts before the camstrides over the years
paign started, but after I
in many fields, yet we
mentioned to them how
will always be stereoFacebook persuaded
typed as “those things
Saturday Night Live to
that make movies scary.”
have Betty White on as
As a zombie population,
a host after a mil- Nobel Prize in my eyes, bitches! we seek equality in the eyes
The living can S my undead D!
lion people joined
of the Nobel committee.”
her Facebook campaign, they quickly
With all the uproar over the recent decision, the
world’s population is left in uncertainty over next
year’s possible winners, but we do know that
this is a very real possibility that they may not be
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Punter Regional Champion” that has the completionists only slightly more hesitant than usual to
commit the necessary objective. Employers will
find those with less admirable (and in some
cases kind of creepy) badges a tad less than
employable.
sandwich for yourself will get you one of many sandwich connoisseur
badges, and meeting someone on a dating site will get you the “Totally
There are also neutral badges for those who Hooked Up” badge.
do not want to leave their basement and help
someone just want to take it easy one afternoon. The Internet is abuzz with these achievements, but one must ponder
Badges like “Uploaded 20 pictures of cats” and the cultural implications of having every minuet accomplishment of their
“YouTube Commentator” and the ever popular life be rewarded and put on display in a public kiosk. Or don’t because
“FIRST!” are a must for the causal real life person. it hasn’t really stopped anyone before. Once the badge system is out
Finishing your homework on time would get you of beta and given to the whole world, one can only imagine the utoa punctuality badge, making a really awesome pian society that would emerge as a result. Or it would go about like it

normally would, except now I will get a
prize every time I laugh at an adorable
kitten.
Badge Awarded: Bull Article Written!
(Nice!)
(Authors note: Overlooking embellishments, this is not a joke. This is an actual
thing: wiki.mozilla.org/Badges)

